Molecular Dynamics Study of the Folding of Hydrophobin SC3 at a Hydrophilic/Hydrophobic Interface
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ABSTRACT Hydrophobins are fungal proteins that self-assemble at hydrophilic/hydrophobic interfaces into amphipathic membranes. These assemblages are extremely stable and possess the remarkable ability to invert the polarity of the surface on which they are adsorbed. Neither the three-dimensional structure of a hydrophobin nor the mechanism by which they function is known. Nevertheless, there are experimental indications that the self-assembled form of the hydrophobins SC3 and EAS at a water/air interface is rich with β-sheet secondary structure. In this paper we report results from molecular dynamics simulations, showing that fully extended SC3 undergoes fast (~100 ns) folding at a water/hexane interface to an elongated planar structure with extensive β-sheet secondary elements. Simulations in each of the bulk solvents result in a mainly unstructured globular protein. The dramatic enhancement in secondary structure, whether kinetic or thermodynamic in origin, highlights the role interfaces between phases with large differences in polarity can have on folding. The partitioning of the residue side-chains to one of the two phases can serve as a strong driving force to initiate secondary structure formation. The interactions of the side-chains with the environment at an interface can also stabilize configurations that otherwise would not occur in a homogenous solution.

INTRODUCTION

Hydrophobins are small fungal proteins (~100 amino acid residues) that self-assemble at hydrophilic/hydrophobic interfaces (e.g., water/air, water/oil, and water/solid-hydrophobic-surface) into amphipathic membranes. They are responsible for many functions in fungal growth and development, such as the formation of hydrophobic surfaces found in aerial hyphae, spores, and fruiting bodies (Wösten et al., 1994; Talbot et al., 1996; Wessels, 1997; Wösten and Wessels, 1997).

Hydrophobins exhibit interfacial activity and are among the most surface-active biomolecules known. Based on the hydrophaty patterns and on the solubility of the assembled membranes, hydrophobins are classified into two classes, I and II (Wessels, 1994). In the class I hydrophobins, the amphipathic membrane is highly insoluble and on the hydrophobic side it is characterized by a rodlet pattern that resembles that of amyloid proteins. Assemblages formed by class II hydrophobins are more soluble and do not form rodlet structures.

SC3, a glycosylated hydrophobin that is secreted by Schizophyllum commune (Wessels et al., 1991; Wösten et al., 1993), is currently the most surface-active protein known (with a maximal lowering of the water surface tension from 72 mJ/m^2 to 24 mJ/m^2). It is also the most extensively studied hydrophobin to date. SC3 hydrophobin is released into the growth medium in a water-soluble form that subsequently self-assembles into insoluble films at the water/air interface. SC3 is a class I hydrophobin and is posttranslationally modified with 16 to 22 O-linked mannosyl residues being attached to the N-terminal part of the peptide chain.

Class I hydrophobins are characterized by a specific hydrophathy pattern in their primary sequence and the strict conservation of eight cysteine residues that form four disulfide bridges.

The secondary structure content of soluble and assembled SC3 hydrophobin as inferred from Fourier transform infrared, and circular dichroism (CD) studies (de Vocht et al., 1998) is summarized in Table 1.

The soluble form of SC3 contains on average ~40% β-sheet structure, which increases to 65% on self-assembly. This enhancement of β-sheet structure at the water/air interface plays an important role in the properties of hydrophobins, specifically in the ability to reduce the surface tension and to organize into the characteristic rodlet structure.

The secondary structure content of SC3 at the interface between water and an apolar liquid is not known. However, rodlet formation is observed at a water/oil interface, suggesting that SC3 adopts a primarily β-sheet structure at this interface (Wösten et al., 1994).

No tertiary structure of hydrophobins is available. It has not been possible to obtain high-quality nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of the soluble form of SC3 due to aggregation. It has also not been possible to stabilize the soluble form by the addition of sodium dodecyl sulfate, ethanol or dimethyl sulfoxide. Secondary structure prediction by a profile-fed neural network system predicts that the N-terminal segment before the first cysteine residue (which contains the mannose residues) consists primarily of loop struc-
The remaining part of SC3, the cysteine-rich region, consists of alternating \( \beta \)-sheet and loop structures.

The cysteine-rich region is the region where the enhancement of the \( \beta \)-sheet structure takes place upon assembly at an interface. This is evident from studies on a truncated SC3 in which 26 of the 31 N-terminal amino acids were removed (Fig. 1). Neither the functionality of the protein nor the conformational changes that occur upon assembly were affected. Truncated SC3 is able to self-assemble and to form rodlets. It shows the same degree of surface tension reduction but weaker binding to hydrophilic surfaces (de Vocht et al., 1998).

The origin of the strong interaction between hydrophobins and hydrophobic surfaces is unknown. Protein adsorption is often characterized by a loss of secondary and tertiary structure and may be associated with an increase in entropy of the peptide and enhanced rotational mobility around the polypeptide backbone. In contrast, hydrophobins show an increase in secondary structure upon adsorption indicating that specific conformational changes give rise to the strong hydrophobic adhesive properties.

The water/air interface apparently acts as a catalyst for the formation of rodlets but is not required for stability. After drying down a solution of SC3 a rodlet layer with a thickness of \(~ 10\) nm is obtained. The diameter of a typical 100 amino acid globular protein is \(~ 3\) nm. Thus, the rodlets must be comprised of more than one protein layer or the protein must be highly elongated in shape.

Interfacial folding is observed not just in hydrophobins but also in other protein systems such as transmembrane proteins, toxins, antibiotics, and some hormones. Experimental studies have shown that certain naturally occurring (Cornell et al., 1993; Wu et al., 1995; Pérez-Payá et al., 1997; Bernèche et al., 1998), synthetic peptides (Tamm et al., 1989; Takahashi, 1990; Bechinger, 1996; Russell et al., 1998), and fragments of larger proteins (Segrest et al., 1994; Chernomordik et al., 1994; Voglino et al., 1998; Johnson et al., 1998), can readily form amphipathic structures at hydrophilic/hydrophobic interfaces. The initial orientation of the peptides is in general parallel to the interface (Ishiguro et al., 1993; Bechinger et al., 1993, 1998; Wu et al., 1995; Cajal et al., 1996). However, at sufficiently high concentration and/or in the presence of an electric field, some adopt a perpendicular orientation (Wu et al., 1995; Biggin and Sansom, 1996; Lear et al., 1997).

As it is difficult to study the process of adsorption at interfaces in atomic detail experimentally, several groups have turned to molecular dynamics (MD) computer simulation techniques to investigate interfacial folding. Chipot and Pohorille (1998b) showed in a simulation study of an undecamer of poly-L-leucine at a water/hexane interface that when placed initially on the water side in a random coil conformation, the peptide translocated toward the hexane phase and underwent interfacial folding into an \( \alpha \)-helix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of specific secondary structure elements in SC3 as inferred from ATR-FTIR spectroscopy</th>
<th>( \alpha )-Helix</th>
<th>( \beta )-Sheet</th>
<th>( \beta )-Turn</th>
<th>Coil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soluble</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly at water/air</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data taken from reference (de Vocht et al., 1998).
helical peptide was largely buried in hexane yet remained adsorbed at the interface with a parallel orientation. The rapid coil to helix transition, which occurred within 36 ns, suggested that at interfaces elements of secondary structure may form before slower, long range tertiary contacts are made.

The placement of an amphipathic peptide or protein at an interface between a hydrophilic and a hydrophobic phase (which in effect represents an external electric field) introduces an additional parameter that can determine the nature of the free energy surface and its minimum. Amino acid residues of the peptide or protein will partition into the respective phases according to their hydrophobicity. This will preorganize the structure in solution leading to rapid secondary structure formation. There are indications that in some cases the optimum conformation is insensitive to the nature of the hydrophobic phase. Some amphipathic peptides adopt the same secondary structure at water/membrane, water/alkane, and water/air interfaces (DeGrado and Lear, 1985; Chung et al., 1992; Blondelle et al., 1995).

Although the partitioning of residues into one of the phases can initiate secondary structure formation, transitions between different amphipathic structures at an interface could require the surmounting of high free energy barriers. Nonoptimized folded structures with a satisfactory partitioning of the residues may represent local minimum on the free energy surface and impede folding (Chipot et al., 1999).

In this paper, MD simulation techniques are used to study the initial stages of folding of hydrophobin SC3 at a water/hexane interface. The behavior of SC3 in bulk water and bulk hexane is also investigated for comparison. We find that fully extended SC3 undergoes rapid folding at a water/hexane interface to a structure with extensive $\beta$-sheet content. Simulations in each of the bulk phases result in a mainly unstructured globular protein. The enhancement of secondary structure, whether kinetically or thermodynamically determined, highlights the role interfaces with a large difference in polarity can have in catalyzing folding. The partitioning of the residue side-chains between the two phases provides a strong driving force to initiate secondary structure formation. Furthermore, the interaction of given side-chains within a hydrophobic or hydrophilic environment can initially stabilize the creation of structural elements that might otherwise not occur in a homogenous solution.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The MD simulations were preformed using the GROMACS package version 2.0 (Berendsen et al., 1995; van der Spoel et al., 1999) with the GROMOS96 (43A2) force field (van Gunsteren et al., 1996). SC3 was simulated in three different environments: a water/hexane interface, bulk water, and bulk hexane. Water was described by the simple point charge (SPC) model (Berendsen et al., 1981). The hexane model was taken from the GROMOS96 force field version 43A2 in which the equilibrium distribution of dihedral angles in alkanes is reproduced better then in previously published force field versions (Schuler and van Gunsteren, 2000).

To maintain the system at a constant temperature of 300 K, a Berendsen thermostat (Berendsen et al., 1984) was applied using a coupling time of 0.1 ps. The pressure was maintained by coupling to a reference pressure of 1 bar. A coupling time of 1.0 ps was used for the simulations at the interface and in bulk water, whereas a coupling constant of 2.0 ps was used for the simulation in bulk hexane (Berendsen et al., 1984). The values of the isothermal compressibility were set to $10.6 \times 10^{-5}$, $4.5 \times 10^{-5}$, $16.7 \times 10^{-3}$ bar$^{-1}$ for water/hexane, water and hexane simulations, respectively. For the evaluation of the nonbonded interactions a twin range cutoff of 0.9 and 1.4 nm was used. Interactions within the shorter cutoff were updated every step, whereas interactions within the longer cutoff were updated every five steps. For the systems that contained water, the time step was 0.002 ps. However, because the GROMOS96 force field uses a united atom model for CH$_2$ and for CH$_3$ groups a larger time step was used for the simulations in bulk hexane. After 14 ns from the point the sulfur-sulfur (S-S) bonds were formed, the time step was increased from 0.002 to 0.004 ps. At the same time the mass of the polar hydrogen atoms within the protein, which were treated explicitly, was increased to 4 amu. The increased mass of the hydrogen was subtracted from the mass of the heavy atom to which the hydrogen was bonded leaving the total mass unchanged. The overall result is the removal of high frequency vibrational motion involving the hydrogen atoms allowing an increase of the integration time step (Feenstra et al., 1999).

Water bond distances and angles were constrained using the SETTLE algorithm (Miyamoto and Kollman, 1992), whereas the hexane and the protein bond distances were constrained using the SHAKE algorithm (Ryckaert et al., 1977) with a geometric tolerance of $1 \times 10^{-4}$.

The system simulated was that of an 86 amino acid truncated form of SC3, the same as that used in the corresponding experimental studies. In this form of SC3, 29 N-terminal residues of the native SC3 (up to two amino acids before the first cysteine) were removed and substituted by the sequence Gly-His-Pro (see Fig. 1). This three amino acid sequence is characteristic of many hydrophobins at this position. The N and the C termini were protonated and deprotonated, respectively. The negative charges carried by the residues Asp-38 and Glu-68 resulted in a total charge of $-2e$.

The starting structure of the protein in the three simulations was a fully extended conformation of truncated SC3 constructed using the program WHATIF (Vriend, 1990). In the simulation of the water/hexane interface the extended protein was aligned on the interface.

The simulation cell was a rectangular periodic box with the minimum distance between the protein and the box walls set to 0.75 nm, so that the protein did not directly interact with its own periodic image given the cutoff. The box dimensions were changed several times during the simulations. This was necessary because the protein underwent very large changes in shape (especially at the beginning) and for reasons of efficiency as initially large amounts of solvent were required to solvate the extended structures ($\approx 79,000$ atoms in the case of bulk water). The extended conformation enforced a single long axis on the simulation box. As the protein collapsed the other two axes had to be increased to prevent the protein being restricted in any direction. To change the box dimensions, the protein configuration and the maximum possible volume of solvent around it (as determined by the new box dimensions) were kept. A new region of preequilibrated solvent molecules was then added to the extended direction. In the water/hexane simulations, the length of the axis perpendicular to the interface was held constant when changing the box size. The length of this axis fluctuated (due to the pressure coupling) around 4.7 nm throughout the simulation.

To form the four disulfide bridges starting from the extended conformation of the protein, distance constraints between the pairs of sulfur atoms that form disulfide bridges were imposed. A coupling parameter $\lambda$ was used to gradually reduced the constraint distance from that in the fully extended conformation ($\lambda = 0$) to an S-S distance of 0.21 nm ($\lambda = 1$).

During this process, each of the S-S distances were decreased at each step
The degree of amphipathy of the protein was estimated from its mean structural hydrophobic moment (Eisenberg et al., 1982), \( \langle \mu_H \rangle \),

\[
\langle \mu_H \rangle = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} H_i \times \hat{S}_i
\]

in which \( N \) denotes the number of amino acid residues in the protein, \( H_i \) is the hydrophobicity of residue \( i \) and \( \hat{S}_i \) is the unit vector pointing from the \( \alpha \)-carbon atom of the \( i \)th residue to the center of mass of its side-chain. The values for the hydrophobicities, \( H_i \), were taken from Wolfenden et al. (1981). Because in glycine the side chain hydrogens are incorporated into the \( \alpha \)-carbon, which is treated as a united atom, the contribution of glycine residues to the hydrophobic moment was not considered.

The analysis of the secondary structure elements was based on the DSSP (define secondary structure of proteins) definitions (Kabsch and Sander, 1983). The figures of the protein, and thereby the secondary structure assignment shown in the figures, were generated using the visualization package MOLMOL (Koradi et al., 1996).

Details regarding the simulations in the three environments are given in Table 2. Note that in the simulation at the water/hexane interface the system was relaxed for 2.4 ns before the process of disulfide bridge formation was initiated. This was to allow the orientation of the residue side-chains in the extended conformation (initially placed arbitrarily) to relax and insert into their preferred phase. The time required for the side-chains to reorient was in the order of a few hundred picoseconds.

A second simulation of truncated SC3 at the water/hexane interface was performed for 51 ns. The starting conformation was taken from the first simulation at the interface after the formation of the sulfur bonds (i.e., at \( t = 0 \)) but with new random velocities. This simulation is labeled water/hexane-2.

All simulations were performed on a PentiumIII based linux cluster. The 135-ns trajectory at the interface after the formation of the sulfur bonds (i.e., at \( t = 0 \)) but with new random velocities. This simulation is labeled water/hexane-2. The analysis of the secondary structure elements was based on the DSSP (define secondary structure of proteins) definitions (Kabsch and Sander, 1983). The figures of the protein, and thereby the secondary structure assignment shown in the figures, were generated using the visualization package MOLMOL (Koradi et al., 1996).

Details regarding the simulations in the three environments are given in Table 2. Note that in the simulation at the water/hexane interface the system was relaxed for 2.4 ns before the process of disulfide bridge formation was initiated. This was to allow the orientation of the residue side-chains in the extended conformation (initially placed arbitrarily) to relax and insert into their preferred phase. The time required for the side-chains to reorient was in the order of a few hundred picoseconds.

A second simulation of truncated SC3 at the water/hexane interface was performed for 51 ns. The starting conformation was taken from the first simulation at the interface after the formation of the sulfur bonds (i.e., at \( t = 0 \)) but with new random velocities. This simulation is labeled water/hexane-2.

All simulations were performed on a PentiumIII based linux cluster. The 135-ns trajectory at the interface required approximately the equivalence of five months processing time on a 866 MHz dual processor node.

**RESULTS**

In the initial stage of the relaxation process, after the S-S bonds were formed, the peptide chain contracted rapidly (within picoseconds) as the linear conformation of the segment of peptide between the second and third loops, which was unaffected by the formation of the disulfide bridges, is highly unfavorable. Following this initial phase, the system continued to collapse but at a slower rate (nanoseconds). The radius of gyration of SC3 as a function of time in each of the three environments is shown in Fig. 2.

The radius of gyration in bulk water and bulk hexane was 1.2 and 1.4 nm, respectively. At the interface, the value of the radius of gyration was 1.9 nm. This reflects the large value of the interface-plane component as is also apparent from inspection of the final structure.

The structures of SC3 at selected points along each trajectory are plotted in Figs. 3, 4, and 5.

The structure formed at the interface is essentially planar with the peptide lying along the interfacial plane throughout the trajectory. In contrast the structures in the bulk solvents are globular. There is a clear enhancement of secondary structure formation at the interface compared with that in the bulk solvents. This is mainly in a form of \( \beta \)-sheet, although there is a small region (5–7 residues long) with \( \alpha \)-helical structure. A plot of the secondary structure, defined using the DSSP algorithm, as a function of time is shown in Fig. 6.

The formation of \( \beta \)-sheets at the interface was observed to be a dynamic process especially at the initial stage of the trajectory. In few cases small segments folded then unfolded only to later refold with the same residues or with others. However, the number of such events decreases as the folding of SC3 progresses. The addition of the third and the fourth strands to the two-stranded \( \beta \)-sheet segment initially formed is partialy sequential.
Selected structures from the second simulation at the water/hexane interface as well as the DSSP plot are shown in Fig. 7.

The extended starting conformation used in all the simulations is highly unstable. The simulations give rise to nonequilibrium trajectories and large variations in the structure of the protein as a function of time (especially in the initial part of the trajectory) are observed. This makes any statistical analysis of the trajectories problematic and requires a somewhat arbitrary choice of when the system has “equilibrated.” In the analysis that follows, the first 50 ns were excluded in the case of the longer trajectories in each of the three environments, whereas for the shorter simulation at the interface, water/hexane-2, only the first 25 ns...

FIGURE 3  Structures of SC3 from the simulation at the water/hexane after 0, 10, 50, and 135 ns. The sulfur atoms in the cysteine residues are shown in yellow.

FIGURE 4  Structures of SC3 from the simulation in water after 0, 10, 50, and 100 ns. The sulfur atoms in the cysteine residues are shown in yellow.
were discarded. The average secondary structure content for each simulation is summarized in Table 3.

The major difference between the two simulations at the interface is the lower percentage of β-sheet structure and the absence of α-helix in the second simulation. However, the same general mechanism of folding at the interface, that of an essentially quasi two-dimensional system yielding a planar folded structure with the very rapid formation of β-sheet was found in both simulations.

The hydrophobic moment (Fig. 8) and the solvent accessible surface area of the protein were calculated from the trajectories and are summarized in Table 4. As expected the alignment of the side-chains leads to a more amphipathic structure in the simulation at the interface then in either of the two bulk phases. The value of $\langle \mu_{\text{H}} \rangle$ at the interface is at least twice as high as the value obtained in water or in hexane.

Truncated SC3 contains 41 hydrophilic and 45 hydrophobic residues. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that, qualitatively, the behavior of the collapsed structure in water and in hexane would be similar (although different residues would be exposed to solvent) and that the value of the hydrophobic moment would be comparable. This is the case even though the radius of gyration and the solvent accessible surface area are higher in hexane.

To determine the time scale on which side-chains orientate toward their preferred solvent, and to obtain values of $\langle \mu_{\text{H}} \rangle$ when no constraints on the sulfur atoms were imposed, a series of short (2 ns) simulations were performed from a fully extended conformation. The simulations were conducted in the three environments and during the 2 ns simulated neither the collapse of the structure nor any secondary structure formation was observed. The orientation of side-chains is relatively fast (≈200 ps) and the value of $\langle \mu_{\text{H}} \rangle$ averaged over the last 1 ns is 0.95, 0.40, and 0.27 for the simulations at the interface, in water, and in hexane, respectively. Thus, there is a marked decrease in the value of $\langle \mu_{\text{H}} \rangle$ at the interface as the protein folds and attains secondary structure. The average value of the hydrophobic moment in the second simulation at the interface is higher than in the longer simulation. This is to be expected as the percentage of β-sheet is smaller and more residues are free to orientate toward their preferred phase.

To test the tendency of SC3 to reside at the interface, two simulations in which SC3 was placed in the bulk phases but close to the interface were performed. In the first simulation, the peptide was placed in the water phase, and in the second, the peptide was placed in the corresponding manner but in the hexane phase. In both cases, the starting conformation was taken from the extended simulation at the water hexane interface (after 135 ns). Each system was simulated for 4 ns. The behavior of the protein with respect to the interface in the two simulations was very similar. Within a few hundred picoseconds the protein had fully readsorbed on the interface. Figs. 9 and 10 show the initial position of SC3 with respect to the interface as well as the position after 700 ps from the simulations with SC3 starting in water and in hexane, respectively. The time-scale for the migration to the interface and the final interfacial position were comparable in both cases.

Averages of the energy components (Lennard-Jones and Coulomb) were calculated for the interactions inside the protein and for the interactions between the protein and the solvent. The results are shown in Table 5.
The strongest intraprotein interactions occur when the protein is solvated in hexane. As hexane is uncharged, electrostatic interactions act only between atoms within the protein and it is most likely that electrostatic interactions drive the collapse of the protein in this solvent. Surprisingly, the value of the protein-protein interaction energy is slightly higher in the simulation in water than at the water/hexane interface. The primary contribution to the protein-protein electrostatic interaction at the interface is due to the formation of backbone-backbone hydrogen bonds within elements of $\beta$-sheet. In water, little regular secondary structure has formed. Nevertheless, the overall intraprotein electrostatic interaction is comparable with that on the interface. The main difference is the stronger Lennard-Jones interactions, a result of adopting a compact globular structure enforced by the hydrophilic surroundings. The weaker Lennard-Jones interactions within the protein at the water/hexane interface are compensated by interactions between the protein and the solvent. Summing all contributions, the total energy inside the protein and of the protein with the solvent is slightly more favorable in water simulation than at the interface. However, as the energetic (or enthalpic) contribution to the overall free energy of the system for the protein at the interface includes both interactions that involve the protein.

FIGURE 6 Secondary structure assignment of the protein (DSSP) as a function of time for the simulations in the three environments.
(intraprotein interactions and interactions with solvent) and interactions between solvent molecules, it is not possible to judge which state should be more stable based on these considerations alone. The entropic contributions to the binding of SC3 at the interface are difficult to assess. The translational entropy in one dimension and the rotational entropy around two axes is lost when the protein is adsorbed onto the interface. The configurational entropy of the backbone on the interface is likely to differ significantly from that in the bulk solvents reflecting the different folded structures in those environments. The dominant effect is, however, most likely to be the gain in water enthalpy when the protein adsorb to the interface as a large area of hydrophobic surface (protein + hexane) is buried.

**DISCUSSION**

The simulations carried out in this study were designed to capture prominent trends in the folding of SC3 at a water/hexane interface as compared with the folding in the two bulk phases. As folding, in general, is a process that is characterized by time scales much longer than that which can be currently reached in simulations, the processes the simulations describe can plausibly only constitute the ear-

**TABLE 3** Percentage of secondary structure in SC3 from the simulations at the interface and in the bulk solvents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvents</th>
<th>α-Helix</th>
<th>β-Sheet</th>
<th>β-Bridge</th>
<th>β-Turn</th>
<th>Bend</th>
<th>Coil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water/hexane</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water/hexane-2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexane</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 7** Structures of SC3 from the second simulation at the water/hexane interface after 25 and 51 ns. In the lower panel the DSSP plot is drawn.

**FIGURE 8** Hydrophobic moment of SC3, as defined in Eq. 1, as a function of time from the simulations at the interface and in the bulk solvents. The values were calculated every 400 ps and averaged over a window of five adjacent points.
liest events in the mechanism of folding. It is not known to what degree the structures generated are related to the true structures, as these are yet to be determined experimentally. There are also other limitations to the study. The computational resources required were considerable and although a second simulation at the interface was performed for 50 ns the statistics are limited. In addition, the force field used has been parameterized for use in aqueous solution and may not correctly reproduce the partitioning behavior of individual amino acids. Thus, the simulations and analysis, although suggestive, should be treated with an appropriate degree of caution.

Neither truncated SC3 nor any part of this segment exhibited any tendency to move into either of the two bulk phases during the 135-ns simulation. When placed close to the interface, in either of the two phases, the peptide quickly (within a few hundred picoseconds) readsobered onto the interface. This indicates that monomeric SC3 is interfacially active and suggests that the migration of monomeric SC3 to the interface may be the initial step in the process of self-assembly.

Interfacial activity is a phenomenon common to many solutes. It is observed experimentally (Baber et al., 1995; North and Cafiso, 1997; Xu and Tang, 1997) and has also been studied theoretically (Chipot et al., 1997; Pohorille et al., 1997) for amphipathic solutes. By examining small uncharged molecules that possess a permanent dipole moment, Pohorille and Wilson (1996) proposed that interfacial activity results from a balance between two opposing con-

**Table 4** Solvent accessible surface area ($A_{sa}$), the radius of gyration ($R_g$), and the structural hydrophobic moment, ($\mu_{4H}$), of the protein at the water/hexane interface, in water, and in hexane.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>$A_{sa}$ (nm$^2$)</th>
<th>$R_g$ (nm)</th>
<th>$\mu_{4H}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water/hexane</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water/hexane-2</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexane</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 9** Migration of SC3 from the water phase to the interface. For clarity, only a 2.7-nm slice around the protein is shown. The oxygen atoms of the water molecules are colored red, whereas the atoms of hexane are colored gray.

**FIGURE 10** Migration of SC3 from the hexane phase to the interface. For clarity, only a 2.7-nm slice around the protein is shown. The oxygen atoms of water are colored red, whereas the atoms of hexane are colored gray.
tributions, 1) that the loss of free energy associated with cavity formation is lower in the nonpolar phase, and 2) that the gain from electrostatic solute-solvent interactions is larger in water. In the case of SC3 we infer that the strong electrostatic interaction between the water molecules, leading to a high free energy cost for cavity formation, is a major factor contributing to the free energy minimum at the interface. The accumulation at interfaces has also been reported for terminally blocked amino acids and for short amphiphilic or amphipathic peptides at water/hexane (Pohorille and Wilson, 1993; Chipot and Pohorille, 1997, 1998a), water/membrane (Kaiser and Kezdy, 1987; Jacobs and White, 1989; Brown and Huestis, 1993; Pohorille and Wilson, 1994; Damodaran et al., 1995; Blondelle et al., 1995), and water/air (Cornut et al., 1996) interfaces.

In the present study, secondary structure formation (mostly $\beta$-sheet) occurred much more rapidly when the peptide was allowed to fold at the interface than in bulk solvent. Clearly, the coexistence of two phases with different polarity provides a driving force that enhances secondary structure formation. Hydrophobins are amphiphatic with alternating segments (1–10 amino acids) of hydrophilic/hydrophobic residues. The forces acting on the side-chains due the solvent molecules in each phase creates a tendency for the hydrophilic residues to migrate toward the water and the hydrophobic residues to migrate toward the hexane. Because the alternating hydrophilic/hydrophobic segments are small, the effect is to restrict the sampling of conformational space. In some cases, the local structure formed by the motion of the side-chains toward one of the two phases serves as an initial nucleus for secondary structure formation. The folding process becomes quasi two-dimensional, yielding a planar conformation of the folded protein.

In the simulations, folded SC3 at the water/hexane interface is planar as opposed to globular in water. The number of short-range inter-protein interactions is, therefore, higher in the globular fold. The similarity in the protein-protein interaction energy in those two cases is possible only due to the extensive hydrogen bonding network formed in the $\beta$-sheet arrangement at the interface. This secondary structure enhancement defines a disorder–order transition that is also found in proteins other than hydrophobins.

In a previous computational study of interfacial folding involving an undecamer peptide consisting of a sequence of Leu and Gln residues capable of forming an amphipathic $\alpha$-helix, it was shown that if the peptide was placed on the water side in a nonamphipathic $\beta$-sheet conformation, the peptide would still migrate to the water/hexane interface and adopt a nonhelical amphipathic conformation with nearly optimal amphipathy (Chipot et al., 1999). Almost no nonamphipathic conformations were observed at the interface. Interfacial folding most likely goes through a series of amphipathic intermediates. In the present study, in addition to the secondary structure enhancement, SC3 at the interface is also more amphipathic than the folded globular structures.
in water or in hexane. This again suggests a kinetic and/or thermodynamic relationship between amphipathy and folding.

The disorder-order transition, upon moving from a bulk phase to the interface, observed in the simulations of SC3 is also observed experimentally (see Table 1). The effect has been reported to be even more pronounced in another class I hydrophobin, EAS, from the ascomycete Neurospora crassa (Mackay et al., 2001). Mackay et al. showed through analysis of NOESY spectra that in aqueous solution EAS is monomeric and essentially unstructured except for a small region of three-stranded antiparallel \( \beta \)-sheet that is probably stabilized by the four disulfide bridges. CD spectra, however, revealed a dramatic increase of \( \beta \)-sheet structure upon self-assembly at an interface.

The simulations in water show only qualitative agreement with the experimental results of secondary structure content. The amount of \( \alpha \)-helix structure shows the largest discrepancy. A comparison between the secondary structure content inferred experimentally and that found in the simulation at the interface is not straightforward. The experimental results correspond to a fully aggregated assembly of proteins that strongly interact with each other. This introduces considerable uncertainty. Nevertheless, the enhancement of \( \beta \)-sheet structure at the interface, in comparison with the structure in aqueous solution in the simulations is clear.

In an idealized minimum energy configuration of a protein at a water/hexane interface it is expected that all hydrophilic side-chains would point toward the water and all hydrophobic side-chains would point toward the hexane. At the same time, to optimize the intramolecular energy the peptide must adopt a \( \beta \)-sheet structure with the formation of interbackbone hydrogen bonds. If, however, the primary sequence does not consist of alternating hydrophilic and hydrophobic residues both criteria cannot be satisfied simultaneously. The \( \beta \)-sheet conformation forces mismatches between the type of the side-chain and the phase into which it projects. In the case of SC3 there are 19 of the possible 86 such mismatches in the extended simulation. This explains the smaller value of \( \langle \mu_{11} \rangle \) at the interface in the fully folded protein as compared with that of the extended structure and also to that of the second shorter simulation in which less \( \beta \)-sheet has formed. These mismatches may, nevertheless, play a role in driving the aggregation of SC3 hydrophobin into roddlets.

The simulation of the monomeric form of SC3 at a hydrophobic/hydrophilic interface has allowed us to identify the effects of this unique environment on the folding of a protein evolved naturally to be interfacially active. The actual mechanism of hydrophobin folding and self-assembly is not known. The investigation of interfacial assembly in atomic detail by experimental means is still intractable. It may well be that the existence of an interface is needed to initiate or facilitate conformational rearrangements associated with other aggregating or fibril forming proteins (Schladitz et al., 1999). In SC3 the conformational rearrangements needed to initiate self-assembly most likely involve \( \beta \)-sheet formation driven by the two-dimensional interface. Nevertheless, it is possible that the parallel to the interface configuration of the monomeric SC3, found in this simulation is only transitory and that the final orientation of fully assembled SC3 polymer is perpendicular to the interface as occurs in the self-assembly of Langmuir monolayers at an air/water interface. The elongated rodlike molecules of which such monolayers can be formed posses a hydrophilic head and a hydrocarbon tail. At low concentration where there is a high surface area per molecule, the system is best described by a gas-like phase where the position of each molecule is at the air/water interface with a parallel orientation of their long axis. As the concentration is increased the system undergoes a phase transition. The condensed phase is characterized by strong interactions between the molecules the orientation of which is perpendicular to the interface with the polar head groups pointing to the water and the hydrophobic tail facing the air (Langmuir, 1933; Stenhagen, 1955).

The folded states of peptides and proteins are determined by a delicate balance between many factors that characterize the thermodynamics of the system. The introduction of an interface can greatly effect the kinetics and mechanism of the folding process. This clearly is one role of chaperones. Amphipathic proteins can be driven rapidly toward their folded state. Hydrophobins have evolved to function only at hydrophilic/hydrophobic interfaces. They have been selected to remain unstructured in other environments. As such they not only have interesting technological properties but also have the potential to teach us more in regard to how and why proteins fold.
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